WACYPAA Advisory Conference Call
October 2014
Reports
Ryan
ACYPAA, need help with union hotel AV fees, advice. Since participation will be limited in Hawaii, we should
all step up and try to get more cities bidding.

Lindsey
Not sure if she’ll be able to be in Hawaii. Daydreaming about being there, so good vibes.
Spoke with Hawaii host a bit regarding outreach. Tim was frustrated about midyear, Sacramento wasn’t able
to get any preregistrations. Has not followed back up.
Because she won’t be at Hawaii, at that point she’ll be rotating off as her position will be up.
Report for co-chair: Updated files in Yahoo Groups. New host packed, and members should check it out and
make updates.

Steve
Will be at the conference in Hawaii. Doesn’t have anything to report regarding his areas.

Melissa
Will be in Hawaii, went and outreached to YPAA meeting in LA.

Eddie P.

Life is getting wild. Getting married. Doesn’t know if he can make it to Hawaii, will let advisory know in the
next couple of weeks.
Struggling being active in YPAA. Hasn’t been in touch with many people.
Spoke with Mike (facility chair in Hawaii), wants to know if after meeting room block they should ask for me?
Hotel isn’t being very responsive.

Alexander
Things are going well. It looks like I will be in Hawaii—trying to figure out the logistics of tickets and other
things right now, but outlook is good.
As for territories and outreach, I’ve been outreaching at most meetings I attend here in town. People are
curious, but the conference being in Hawaii general kills are actuality of going for them. Haven’t been able to
make contact with Montana or British Columbia—honestly, have not tried to much.
Some awesome news. I was in Texas for ICYPAA, and spent a lot of time with their host committee. A decently
sized group from Austin is very serious about bidding for WACYPAA, is working on hotel contracts at this
moment.
As a note, I would love to be considered for Texas territory, as I have many contacts throughout Dallas,
Austin, San Antonio, and Houston.

Nate L.
Will be in Hawaii. YPAA is alive and well in Denver, FRCYPAA is super duper stoked on things. Just had a good
showing at the kickball event, Nate kicked a home run, but Alexander’s team won. So that’s awesome.

Tom
Spoke with Hawaii treasurer. They’ve got dope deals for flights on their website. Sacramento in bidding.

Mary
Has been working with the YPAA community in Mexico, is having some resistance.
Trying to get some outreach materials for Hawaii, cards got lost in mail.

Spoke with programs; if spanish speaking people register, Hawaii will do a spanish speaking panel.
Is trying to get some compensation to travel to an event in Mexico covering all 6 Mexican states.
Needs some Skype credits for calls.
Reimbursements for Hawaii
$4,600 in reimbursements total, minus whatever was used for midyear, so we’ll probably be looking at
around $3,400 to be distributed between all members that make it to WACYPAA.
Read Minutes from Midyear / July 26th, 2014
Alexander motions to approve the minutes. Lindsey seconds.
Motion passes
Conclusion / Closes at 7:03pm MDT
Conference call at the end of November.
Lindsey closes with serenity prayer.

